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The US/NATO war on Libya demonstrates (proves) many things, UN complicity in
LYING, the farce that is the ICC, the corruption/cowardice of Russia and China, but
above all, it proves beyond doubt, the UNIFORMITY of mainstream media 'coverage,' or
should I say, orchestrated disinformation and plain LYING on a massive scale! A
situation that clearly points to the existence of a determining 'body' or some form of
central policy control -- yes, Gomer, there really is a global criminal elite orchestrating
(almost) all major events (war and financial crimes) in the World today!
I resisted the concept of a singular ruling elite able to determine the course of mankind for years;
but after the Libyan travesty no doubts remain.
Call them what you will, Bilderbergers, Illuminati, a pack of criminal arseholes, names are
meaningless -- it's actions that define reality and actions speak for themselves!
An historical watershed moment has occurred, the world has entered a new phase, WE CAN NO
LONGER TRUST/DEPEND on mainstream media for accurate, unbiased reporting; in other words,
the mainstream media has become the ENEMY of the FREE PEOPLE of the WORLD -- that applies
particularly to the western world. Henceforth every political event will be accompanied by a planned
media presentation in order to facilitate the new society of MASTERS and SLAVES; unless you are
one of the faceless sociopaths orchestrating the current mayhem your fate is SERVITUDE, there is
NO middle ground!
It's now PLAIN to SEE, uniform media LIES across the globe relating to Libya; brazen
orchestrated deceptions and overt criminality committed by our obedient political leaders. A very
bitter reality pill to swallow; however, confronting the truth is the FIRST STEP on the road to
recovering social INTEGRITY and restoring LAW, ORDER and MORALITY to OUR SOCIETIES.
The western mainstream media can no longer be relied upon to report ANYTHING accurately! Prior
to any release for mass consumption info shapers or "perception managers" would have done their
work, distorting, misrepresenting and outright LYING! The free world -- what's left of it -- has
entered terminal stage, slavery is just around the corner, dreamboats!
See:
http://cleaves.zapto.org/news/story-2692.html
http://globalresearch.ca/index.php?context=va&aid=26177
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